Abstract. The Effective Medium Theory used to describe the magnetic properties of randomized heterogeneous materials includes as parameters the intrinsic permeabilities pi of the magnetic particles and an effective shape factor N. This paper compares the experimental variations of N to the theoretical variations predicted by an EMT. It i~s h o w n that the effective shape factor N cannot be seen as the mean shape factor of the composite components. The values of N belong to the range ]0,1/3[, and are strongly correlated to the permeabilities pi. In the low concentration range, random distributions of needle-like and flake-like particles both lead to low values for N. The result N=113 is obtained in the whole concentration range only in the case of randomly dipersed spheres. The values of the pi might be kept constant up to a volumic fraction c in magnetic matter equal to 50%, according to previous results we got. The experimental results presented here are well described by this theory up to c=50%.
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INTRODUCTION: THE EFFECTIVE SHAPE FACTOR
This work deals with the static magnetic permeability of randomly inhomogeneous materials, constituted of identically shaped soft particles. Our aim is to reach a better understanding of the parameters acting in the Effective Medium Theory (EMT), which is the most widely encountered among the Bruggeman-type laws used to describe the behaviour of such materials within the long-wavelengh limit. It is well known that solving Laplace's equation, in the case of an ellipsoidal particle (permeability pi) embedded in an homogeneous medium (permeability P) when an uniform field H is applied, leads to the following expression of the internal field Hi:
Here, N is a diagonal tensor, named shape factor of the particle, the components of which along the three principal axes are No (a=x,y,z). This dipolar approximation is commonly used to express that the composite medium is viewed as effectively homogeneous. In the case of a random dispersal of the ellipsoids axes along the three directions x, y, z, the EMT leads to the two following relations:
-
The relation (2) means that the ith class of particles (volumic fraction ci, permeability pi) constituting the actual m a t e s acts in a same manner along each directions. The relation (3) (a Bruggeman-type law) shows that a single scalar shape factor N is associated with all the classes of particles; ci and pi keep the same meaning as in relation (2) . In the simplest case of a single class (permeability 11) of ellipsoids of revolution WX+N +Nz=l, and Nx=Ny) dispersed in anon magnetic host medium ( J I~=~) , the egality between the two previous relations leads to &e general result:
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with 6 = 66 + (3N, + 1)
P I -P
This expression shows that the effective parameter N cannot be seen as a mean demagnetizing factor (in this case, one would get -N=1/3). Its values belong to the range 10,1/3[, depending both on p i and on ii (or on the volumic fmction cl). For particles dispersed at random, the result N=1/3 is reached in the whole concentration range only for spheres, and for needles and flakes at the concentration c=l. In the low concentration range, and for p1 large enough , 6 will be small and N will-be quite independant of p1; then the two extremal values of N,, that is N&1 (needles) and N, pO (flakes), will both lead to N#O. The value of y1 has been shown to be very constant for c<50%, and its physical origin associated to spin rotation [I].
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Three types of composites have been studied. Each of them is made of well defined shaped particles: either spherically shaped (sendust, pl=61, N,=1/3), or needle-like shaped (iron, y1=61, Nz#0.007), or flake-like shaped (sendust, y i=26, 0.8dVz<0.6). The above particles shape factors have been determined through optical observations. The experimental values of the effective demagnetizing factor N are shown in fig.1 . They have been obtai- cussion on the low and the medium concentration ranges defined above. Other experimental results, got on composites made of YIG (with a dispersion in the shape of the magnetic particles), confm the general character of relation (4). The simplest EMT is s u e to describe, in a large concentration range, the experimental results presented above. However, the effective shape factor N (a parameter of the EMT) might not be confused with the mean shape factor of the particles. In the concentration range under study, the spatial randomization of the particles is smcient to explain on its own the experimental values of the effective shape factor.
